
STEWARD'S REPORT

Ballarat
Wednesday, 22 Sep 2021

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: D.Verberne

Stewards: A. Fewell & Z. Harrison

Judges: B. Loudon

Lure Drivers: J. Haigh

Starter: D. Robertson

Kennel Supervisor: M. McKenna

Kennel Attendants: S. James

Veterinarian: Dr. Nadun De Silva

Race 1
EUREKA CONCRETE

6:58 pm
390m

Maiden

Essential persons (both staff & participants) attending today, undertook successful health screenings, wore
facemasks, observed social distance requirements, and adhered to room density quotients that in-turn,
permitted entry to the venue for exclusive race-day functions and operations.

A pre-race sample was taken from Conroy.

Gogo Lillian was quick to begin.

Hamish Bale and Matt's Hope collided soon after the start checking Hamish Bale. Go Go Martha and
Browning Bale collided soon after the start. Matt's Hope checked off Browning Bale approaching the first
turn. Go Go Martha brushed the rail on the first turn losing ground as a result. Gogo Lillian and Conroy
collided on the first turn checking Gogo Lillian. Hamish Bale checked off Gogo Lillian approaching the
home turn checking both greyhounds. Hamish Bale faltered approaching the winning post losing ground
as a result.

Hamish Bale underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have cramped. Hamish Bale
was re-vetted after race 3 at the handlers request and was found to have a right monkey muscle injury. A 10
day stand down period was imposed. Acting in accordance with GAR 71 (Cramp) Hamish Bale must
perform a Satisfactory Trial in accordance with GAR 72, before any future nomination will be accepted.

Race 2
BACKMANS PET FOODS

7:18 pm
450m

Maiden

My Name's Bill and Sorinder Bale were slow to begin.

Mini Dimmy and Little Leo collided soon after the start. My Name's Bill and Onix Bale collided approaching
the first turn. My Name's Bill raced wide on the first turn checking Onix Bale and Sorinder Bale. Little Leo
checked off Barbella's Image on the first turn.

Race 3
GAP HT1
7:40 pm
450m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

Mayfair Fantasy and Enemy Within were slow to begin.

Mayfair Fantasy and Aston Burton collided soon after the start. Gerry's Dream galloped on Heidi's Gift
approaching the first turn checking both greyhounds. Mayfair Fantasy checked off Aston Samba on the first
turn. Gerry's Dream turned his head inwards and marred Enemy Within approaching the winning post.

Enemy Within underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was reported. 

Gerry's Dream underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was reported.

Stewards spoke to Mr. K Howard, the trainer of Gerry's Dream regarding the greyhound’s racing manners
approaching the winning post. Acting under the provisions of GAR 69(1) Gerry's Dream was charged with
marring. Mr Howard pleaded guilty to the charge, Gerry's Dream was found guilty and suspended for 3
months at all tracks and must perform a Satisfactory Trial in accordance with GAR 69(2) and pursuant to
GAR 72, before any future nomination will be accepted.

A post-race sample was taken from Purple Storm - the winner of the event.

Race 4
A1 SIGNAGE HT2

7:58 pm
450m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

Kanji Kilo – Late scratching at 4.07 pm when Ms. A. Dailly reported the greyhound to have lameness (GAR
23).  A 10 day stand down period was imposed.  Stewards will require a veterinary certificate pursuant to
GAR 20(3)(v) before any future nomination will be accepted. 

Bingo Ringo was slow to begin.

Johnny Disco raced wide on the first turn checking Bingo Ringo and Aston Knox. McGlynn and Blackpool
Bart collided entering the home straight. McGlynn turned his head inwards in the home straight.

McGlynn underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was re-vetted after race 6. McGlynn was found
to have a right triangle muscle injury, a 10 day stand down period was imposed.  Stewards spoke to trainer,
Mr. R Millington regarding the greyhounds racing manners in the home straight. Acting under the
provisions of GAR 69B (1), McGlynn was charged with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment (by
reason of injury).  Mr. Millington pleaded guilty to the charge, McGlynn was found guilty and must perform a
Satisfactory Trial  in accordance with GAR 69B (1) and pursuant to GAR 72, before any future nomination



will be accepted.

Race 5
GRASSROOTS REGIONAL

CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL
8:18 pm
450m

Special Event

Bolt Out and Coco's Hot were slow to begin.

Exclusively Mine and Abby's Star collided soon after the start. Bolt Out and Coco's Hot collided soon after
the start. Exclusively Mine raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight. Abbey's Star and Coco's
Hot collided entering the home straight checking Coco's Star. Bolt Out and Parzival collided approaching
the winning post checking Bolt Out.

A post-race sample was taken from Avenger Lass - the winner of the event.

Race 6
GRASSROOTS REGIONAL DISTANCE

FINAL
8:38 pm
660m

S/E Final

Crown Knox was slow to begin.

Mt. View Emma and Kraken Pearler collided on the home turn. Mick's Kimmy and Crown Knox collided on
the home turn.

Crown Knox underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was re-examined following race 8. Crown
Knox was found to have a left hamstring, a right thigh and right triangle muscle injury. A 14 day stand down
period was imposed.

A post-race sample was taken from Kraken Pearler - the winner of the event.

Race 7
REVOLUTION PRINT

8:58 pm
545m

Mixed 4/5

Collinda Beast, El Cazador and Always Ho Ho collided soon after the start checking all three greyhounds.
Flo Lava crossed to the rail on the first turn checking Showtime Boomer and Rollo Ragnar. El Cazador and
Always Ho Ho collided on the second turn checking Always Ho Ho. Rollo Ragnar checked off Swift Brittany
approaching the winning post.

Collinda Beast underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have abrasions to the right
front and a sandtoe on the left foreleg. A 3 day stand down period was imposed.

Stewards spoke to Mr. L. Thompson regarding the racing manners of Collinda Beast on the second turn. 
After hearing evidence from Mr. L Thompson, viewing all the available race footage and acting on their
observations, a warning was issued regarding the greyhound’s racing manners on the second turn.

Race 8
3BA/POWER FM

9:22 pm
450m

Mixed 4/5

Barooga Smoke and Irene's A Star collided soon after the start. Barooga Smoke and Irene's A Star collided
on the first turn checking Zipping Rambo and Barooga Smoke. Trending Air checked off Zipping Rambo
approaching the home turn. Jarick Bale and Barooga Smoke collided entering the home straight. Jarick
Bale, Angus Rhode and Barooga Smoke collided in the home straight and again approaching the winning
post checking Angus Rhode.

Race 9
GPP 3300 LASER

9:42 pm
450m

Grade 5

Magnis Bale, Abby's Comet and Fernando Dusty collided approaching the first turn checking Fernando
Dusty. Magnis Bale, Manila Dusk and King Of All collided on the first turn checking She's Serious,
Fernando Dusty, Magnis Bale and Manila Dusk. Manila Dusk checked off Fernando Dusty on the home
turn. Magnis Bale raced wide in the home straight.

Race 10
STEVE TUDOR ELECTRICAL

10:04 pm
390m

Mixed 4/5

Zimmer Bale and Zulu Eyes collided on the first turn severely checking Zulu Eyes, Deedee's Charm and
Distinguish, causing Distinguish and Zulu Eyes to fall as a result. Ultimate Avenger and Body Hack collided
approaching the home turn checking Body Hack and Pat My Lass. Pat My Lass and Zimmer Bale raced
wide in the home straight.

Zulu Eyes underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was reported. 

Distinguish underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a left thigh injury and
abrasions to the right hock. A 5 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 11
CATERING ALLSORTS

10:25 pm
390m

Grade 5

Nitro Georgie was quick to begin.

Markus Rhode and Extreme Harriet collided soon after the start checking both greyhounds. Fernando
Louise crossed to the rail soon after the start checking Kraken Rover. Snack Attack and Short Tyson
collided on the first turn checking Snack Attack. Snack Attack and Short Tyson collided on the home turn
checking Short Tyson. Snack Attack raced wide entering the home straight checking Short Tyson. Snack
Attack and Short Tyson raced wide in the home straight. Fernando Louise checked off Tinted approaching
the winning post.

Snack Attack underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a left monkey muscle
injury. A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Stewards spoke to Mr. A. Debattista regarding the racing manners of Snack Attack on the home turn. After
hearing evidence from Mr Debattista, viewing all the available race footage and acting on their
observations, a warning was issued regarding the greyhound’s racing manners on the home turn.



Race 12
TAB - LONG MAY WE PLAY

10:42 pm
390m

Grade 5

An out of competition sample was taken from Zipping Slade on 17 September pursuant to GAR 79A.

A pre-race sample was taken from Roll Your Eyes.

Nalani was quick to begin. Roll Your Eyes was slow to begin.

Livvy's Princess checked off Nalani soon after the start. Roll Your Eyes checked off Zipping Slade
approaching the first turn. Livvy's Princess and Saint Phoenix collided on the first turn checking Livvy's
Princess, Zipping Slade and Roll Your Eyes. Zipping Slade galloped on Name Me Nelly on the home turn
checking Zipping Slade and Name Me Nelly.




